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SUMMARY I 

Weaknesses within the current health insurance system allow 
unscrupulous health care providers to cheat insurance companies and 
programs out of billions of dollars annually. Fraud and abuse 
flourish in a health care system that collects little information 
on provider practices, encourages high profits at the expense of 
cost-effective care, and has ineffective laws and enforcement 
mechanisms to punish and recover money from those who take 
advantage of system weaknesses, Legislative actions in three areas 
could help lessen these problems. 

First, the nation's current health care information systems need to 
be streamlined and enhanced to reduce fraud and abuse. 
Standardized data and unique identifier numbers, for example, would 
have detected much sooner a major laboratory scheme, where 
physicians certified medical diagnoses and billed a variety of 
payers for thousands of unnecessary tests under many different 
provider numbers. Further, provisions for electronic interchange 
of data among payers are crucial. 

Second, consumers should be provided with adequate protections and 
empowered to make better health care choices. Greater attention 
needs to be focused in particular on potential underservice to 
avoid the kinds of fraudulent or abusive practices more likely in 
managed care settings, When plans are not adequately financed, or 
when the financial risk of treating patients is transferred to the 
level of an individual physician or group, there is the temptation 
to cut corners on appropriate or needed services. Greater reliance 
on managed care plans will require an increased focus on effective 
quality assurance mechanisms, consumer-grievance processes, and 
fiscal-solvency requirements. 

Third, making a dent in the fraud and abuse problems of our health 
care system will require the development of stronger legal and 
administrative mechanisms for insurers and the resources to enforce 
them. Extending to the private sector those laws and 
administrative mechanisms available under Medicare and Medicaid 
programs would greatly strengthen insurers' ability to take action 
against unscrupulous providers. The weak link in the chain of 
actions needed to successfully pursue and recover money from such 
providers, however, is often the lack of enforcement resources. 

The administration's health care reform plan and other recent 
reform proposals provide the basis for reducing the vulnerability 
of our health care system to fraud and abuse. However, legislative 
language is only the first step. Without adequate investment in 
the technological and human resources needed to gather and analyze 
health care information and to take enforcement action against 
wrongdoers, these freud and abuse protections will be of little 
benefit. 





Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees: 

We are pleased to be at this joint hearing of your respective 
Subcommittees today to discuss remediee that we believe will lessen 
the health care system's vulnerability to fraud and abuse, and 
whether such remedies are contained in the current health care 
reform proposa1s.l 

Expected to total over $1 trillion in 1994, health care 
spending will account for over one-seventh of our economy. This 
level of spending and its rapid growth have triggered concern over 
whether the nation is getting full value for its health care 
dollar. In some cases, loosely controlled billing arrangements 
have permitted unscrupulous providers to bill for unnecessary 
services or services not provided. In other cases, in such prepaid 
plans as health maintenance organizations (HMO), some providers 
have been found to increase profits by excessively limiting 
treatments. Regardless of provider reimbursement method, a tangled 
web of payers, providers, and law enforcement organizations 
complicates the pursuit of wrongdoers. 

In summary, remedies we have identified that we feel would 
contribute to a comprehensive approach to more successfully combat 
health care fraud and abuse include 

-- streamlining and enhancing health care information systems, 
resulting in better information for fraud and abuse 
detection and prevention, and for more prudent consumer and 
provider health care d8CiSiOnS (see app. I); 

-- protecting and empowering consumers by establishing 
adequate safeguards against excessive cost-cutting by 
prepaid plans that could result in limiting access to 
health care (see app. II); and 

-- strengthening the laws and enforcement mechanisms used to 
pursue and recover money from fraudulent providers (see 
app. III). 

As shown in table 1, recent legislative proposals to reform 
the health care system, including the administration*s proposal, 
address each of these elements to some extent. 

n 

'We reviewed four health care reform proposals: (1) R.R. 3600, 
introduced by Representative Gephardt and others and commonly 
referred to as the Clinton or Administration plan; (2) S. 1770, by 
Senator Chafee and others, commonly referred to as the Chafee plan; 
(3) H.R. 3222, by Representative Cooper and others, commonly 
referred to as the Cooper plan; and (4) H.R. 1200, by 
Representative McDermott and others, commonly referred to as the 
McDermott plan. 



Table 1: Do Health Care Reform Proposals Address Essential Elementa to 
Reduce Vulnerability to Fraud and Abuse? 

EelBential elmellt cu.nton alafee 
(E.R. 3600) (8, 1770) 

streamlining and enhancing health care information aystm 

Standardized data Ye3 

Unique identifier 
number8 Yea 

Electronic interchange Yea 

Privacy provieione Yea 

Protecting and eapowering Consumers 

Financial 6OlvenCy 
requirements Ye0 

Minimal enrollment to 
limit financial risk Yea 

Quality assurance 
program Yea 

Grievance procedure6 Ye0 

Additional intermediate 
eanctions NO 

Provisions to limit 
risk-sharing No 1 

Ye0 Ye8 Ye8 

Ye8 Yes Yea 

Yen Y08 Yes 

Yea Yes Ye8 

Ye8 Yea Yen 

Yem Y9m Yell 

Yes YWI Yee 

Yeo Yem Yem 

' rem No No 

I No Yem No 

Strengthening laum and enforcwt mechanism9 

lawm 
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BACKGROUND 

Instances of fraud and abuse can be found involving all 
segments of the health care industry in every area of the country. 
Though the effects are similar --wasteful spending and inappropriate 
patient care --the nature of fraud and abuse and the approaches used 
to address it are generally different for fee-for-service and 
prepaid health care providers. 

Fraudulent or abusive practices in the fee-for-service 
reimbursement system include overcharging payers (typically 
insurance companies or the government) for services provided, 
charging for services not rendered, accepting bribes or kickbacks 
for referring patients, and rendering inappropriate or unnecessary 
services. These practices are consistent with the incentives of 
the fee-for-service reimbursement system to enhance providers' 
income by ordering too many services. Because fee-for-service 
providers bear little financial risk for the costs of services they 
prescribe, they can inflate fees, services provided, or services 
billed. 

In contrast, prepaid health care providers, typically BMOs, 
are both insurers and providers of care. They bear the financial 
risk for their members' care in exchange for a fixed, predetermined 
fee per member. HMOs can, however, enhance their profits by 
minimizing spending on patient care; that is, by underserving their 
members, Consistent with this incentive, fraudulent or abusive 
practices found among some prepaid health plans in the Medicare and 
Medicaid programs tend to involve avoiding expensive treatments, 
underfinancing health plan operations, disregarding member 
complaints, providing poor-quality care, or using deceptive 
marketing practices, such as failing to reveal significant plan 
restrictions to consumers.2 

STREAMLINING AND ENHANCING INFORMATION 
TO DETECT FRAUD AND ABUSE 

Regardless of reimbursement method --fee-for-service or prepaid 
health care--there is consensus that streamlined and enhanced 
health care information is needed. Each proposal has provisions 
that would, in effect, create a new health care information 
infrastructure by standardizing insurance forms and allowing for 
the electronic interchange of information. Such information can 
enhance the detection and pursuit of fraudulent and abusive 
providers. Each proposal also recognizes the need for safeguards 
to protect personal privacy. 

2See Related GAO Products section at the end of this testimony for 
a listing of reports and testimonies addressing these issues. 
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Current Information Inadequate 
to Pursue Wrongdoers 

Under our current health care system, a multitude of 
autonomous payers and providers produces incompatible health care 
data that hinder the pursuit of wrongdoers. Using different 
payment methods and billing regulations, over 1,000 payers process 
4 billion health care claims a year to pay hundreds of thousands of 
providers. Because there are so many payers, it is difficult to 
detect patterns of billing abuses. For example, under one scheme 
that plagued southern California for most of the last decade, a 
single organized group of providers fraudulently billed public and 
private payers an estimated $1 billion in claims for unnecessary 
diagnostic tests. The scheme persisted for so long by using more 
than 600 different organizational names and provider numbers to 
avoid detection and moving from one insurer to another. 
Collaboration among payers to detect such improper billing 18 
hindered by incompatible claims data, as well as by antitrust and 
privacy concerns. so, too, is the effort of state and federal 
agencies to collect such basic management information as spending 
trends, which would allow identification of unexpected cost 
increases that warrant further investigation. 

Despite its limitations, information on service provision is 
much more readily available about fee-for-service providers than 
about prepaid providers. To receive payment under fee-for-service, 
providers must prepare claims, which contain information on 
beneficiaries' use of health care services. Insurance companies 
and others use this information to monitor for excessive provider 
billing and excessive patient services. In contrast, because HMO 
providers receive payment for services in advance, they do not 
submit claims, making data unavailable to monitor the level of 
patient services provided. 

Standardizinq Information Lessens System' 
Vulnerability to Fraud and Abuse 

From a fraud and abuse perspective, the main benefit to be 
derived from standardizing health care information across payers 
and providers is reduced vulnerability. This benefit would result 
because it will be easier to identify providers who use abusive 
practices, such as billing multiple insurers for an improbably high 
volume of services. Assigning uniform provider identification 
numbers would also lessen the chances that abusive providers may 
move undetected from one insurer to another. Also, uniform 
information (or encounter data) from prepaid health providers would 
establish a basis for assessing the level of services they provide, 

Key features identified in one or more of the plans we 
reviewed that should accomplish these benefits include 
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-- a single set of fee-for-service claims forms and prepaid 
health provider encounter forms containing standard data 
elements, definitions, and instructions for completion; 

-- unique identifier numbers for policyholders, employers, 
health plans, and providers; 

-- uniform requirements for the exchange of electronic data 
among health information systems; and 

-- electronic health security cards containing, at a minimum, 
enrollment information. 

While each of these key features should aid in reducing the 
health care system's vulnerability to fraud and abuse, they raise 
issues about how to protect personal privacy and ensure that 
personal medical information will not be used for unintended 
purposes. The health care reform proposals we reviewed, however, 
contain privacy protections to safeguard and limit access to 
sensitive or confidential information. 

Proper Use of New Information Could Also 
Aid Decisionmaking and Reduce Waste 

The use of new health care information to better understand 
the costs and effectiveness of medical care can help to reduce 
wasteful expenditures. Little information is available to 
consumers, purchasers, or providers to assess the reasonableness of 
health care prices or the relative benefits of alternative 
treatments. Consumers, for example, generally lack information to 
assess the reasonableness of either health care prices or quality; 
purchasers frequently have insufficient information to reliably 
compare providers; and providers often lack information to compare 
the relative effectiveness of alternative treatments or devices for 
thefr patients. The effect of these limitations is that wasteful 
practices can flourish unrecognized by those in a position to avoid 
them. 

Key features identified in one or more of the plans we 
reviewed that should help consumers, purchasers, and providers make 
better health care decisions and avoid wasteful practices or 
providers include 

j 

-- plan-by-plan and state-by-state consumer surveys concerning 
access to care, use of health services, success of health 
outcomes, and extent of patient satisfaction; 

-- information on the costs, risks, and benefits of 
alternative strategies for the prevention, diagnosis, 
treatment, and management of a given health condition; and 
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. 
-- programs to educate consumers on quality, costs, and other 

information relevant for choosing health plans.' 

Successfully implementing such reforms could require 
considerably more spending on data collection and analysis 
activities than current spending+ Even for federal health 
programs, the government has made relatively little use of the 
substantial fee-for-service claims data it collects. Moreover, the 
government has little data to compare prepaid health plans or to 
assess their cost or quality on any systematic basis even though 
the federal government has nearly two decades of experience using 
such plans to serve program beneficiaries. Given the substantial 
neglect of data collection and analysis activities in recent years, 
reform proposals should also consider building in mechanisms to 
adequately and reliably fund such activities. 

COST-CONTAINMENT INCENTIVES COULD 
LIMIT ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE 

Each of the health care reform proposals we reviewed embrace 
explicit cost-containment strategies aimed at counteracting the 
fee-for-service incentive to add to health care costs by 
overproviding services. As an alternative to fee-for-service 
health care, however, the use of prepaid health care through HMO8 
raises other financial and quality-of-care concerns. To the extent 
that'prepaid health care is intended to become a major factor in a 
reformed health care system, safeguards are needed to protect the 
consumer against the HMO becoming insolvent and, thus, unable to 
provide patient care and then, against the incentives of such a 
system, to underprovide services. ' 

Over the past decade, our reviews of HMO8 serving Medicare 
enrollees have shown that consumers can be harmed when quality or 
financial standards are not in place or are not adhered to. The 
problems that some enrollees experienced were poor quality of care, 
high out-of-pocket costs, inappropriate billings, and denied access 
to services. In many cases, these kinds of problems persisted due 
to the lack of aggressive enforcement and the weakness of existing 
enforcement tools. 

The most significant problems tended to occur in HMOs that 
were not adequately financed, and did not operate effective quality 
assurance programs. The failure of Medicare's largest HMO 
contractor in 1987 illustrates the nature and interrelatedness of 

'See appendix I for a summary of the health care information 
standardization proposals and the likely uses of the information 
that would occur under the four health care reform bills we 
reviewed. 
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financial and quality assurance problems. Before becorning 
insolvent and losing its license to operate, the HMO failed to 
follow up potentially serious medical conditions, such as a patient 
with a breast mass and a patient with a lung mass identified on a 
chest X-ray.' During the time these quality-of-care problems 
occurred, the HMO's financial condition was deteriorating. 
Moreover, the HMO had transferred a significant portion of its 
financial risk to subcontractors-- individual physicians, physician 
groups I and clinics, 
difficulties.5 

many of which were also experiencing financial 
As the financial viability of the HMO and its 

providers decreased, their incentive to reduce needed services 
increased. 

Key features identified in one or more of the health care 
reform proposals that should enhance consumer protections include 

-- the establishment of financial solvency requirements, 

-- the setting of minimum enrollment requirements necessary to 
assume the financial risk inherent in such a system, 

-- the establishment of limits on risk-sharing arrangements 
between HMOs and the physicians and other medical providers 
serving their enrollees, 

-- the operation of internal quality assurance systems capable 
of detecting and correcting underservice and poor-quality 
care, 

-- the establishment of a grievance process, 

-- the appointment of an ombudsman, and 

-- the strengthening of enforcement mechanisms that can be 
taken against Medicare HMOs that fail to meet stipulated 
standards.6 

'Medicare: Experience Shows Ways to Improve Oversight of Health 
Maintenance Organizations (GAO/HRD-88-73, Aug. 17, 1988). 

'Medicare: Issues Raised by Florida Health Maintenance Organization 
Demonstrations (GAO/HRD-86-97, July 16, 1986). 

%ee appendix II for a summary of the financial solvency and 
consumer protection proposals contained in the four health reform 
bills we reviewed. 
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STRENGTHENED LAW ENFORCEMENT COULD ADDRESS 
FRAUDULENT AND ABUSIVE HEALTH CARE PRACTICES 

Most of the health care reform bills we reviewed would 
significantly strengthen the laws and enforcement mechanisms used 
to deal with fraudulent or abusive providers. They raise concerns, 
however, about how the increased efforts should be financed, and 
whether new enforcement responsibilities should reside principally 
at the state or federal levels. The proposals would extend to the 
private sector many of the legal and administrative mechanisms 
available to the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Some would also 
expand the responsibilities of the Department of Health and Human 
Services' (HHS) Office of Inspector General to serve as a focal 
point for coordinating nationwide efforts to identify and pursue 
fraudulent or abusive providers. 

Leqal and Administrative 
Mechanisms Should Be Strengthened 

Efforts to prosecute and recover money from fraudulent or 
abusive providers are meeting with limited success for a 
combination of reasons. Both public and private sector payers face 
serious constraints that limit their successful pursuit of 
wrongdoers. 
however, 

The private sector payers are even more disadvantaged, 
because they have a much less comprehensive array of legal 

and administrative tools to combat the problem than the federal 
payers. For example, 

-- many states lack adequate antikickback statutes, although 
payments for the referral of 'patients and the waiver of 
copayments are integral parts of many schemes to defraud 
insurance companies; 

-- when abusive providers are detected by one insurer, they 
can simply move to another because insurers have no 
systematic way of notifying other insurers of the problem 
or precluding the unscrupulous providers from billing their 
companies; 

I 

-- in most states there are no prohibitions against physicians 
or other providers referring patients to facilities in 
which they have an ownership interest, though such 
conflicts of interest can encourage overutilfzation; I 

-- private payers generally have less authority to recover 
overpayments than is available under the Medicare and 
Medicaid programs; and 

-- generally, insurers do not have access to civil monetary 
penalties, such as those used successfully in the public 
sector to penalize unscrupulous providers. 
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Several proposals would extend to the private sector many of 
the protections against unscrupulous providers that are currently 
available to public payers and would empower states and private 
parties themselves to take legal action directly against such 
providers. This action could greatly reduce the health care 
system's vulnerability to fraud and abuse. Key features, contained 
in one or more of the health care reform proposals we reviewed that 
should strengthen enforcement against fraud and abuse include 

-- new criminal penalties, specifically for health care'fraud 
involving activities such as bribes or gratuities to 
influence the delivery of services or coverage; 

-- larger civil monetary penalties againat providers who 
submit false claims; 

-- asset forfeiture when providers are convicted of fraud; 

-- tighter restrictions to eliminate referral kickbacks in the 
private sector; 

-- explicit disallowance of routine waivers of copayments; 

-- stricter standards barring doctors from prescribing 
services to be delivered by clinics or other facilities in 
which they hold a financial interest; 

-- exclusion from participation in health plans of any 
provider convicted of health care fraud; 

-- a national database to identify, track, and coordinate 
information about health care providers who have engaged in 
fraud and abuse in the delivery of and payment for health 
care services; and 

-- the provision of adequate authority and resources for the 
investigation and enforcement of standards. 

More Collaboration and Strengthened 
Enforcement Aqencies Needed 

Other reasons for insurers' relative lack of success in 
reducing fraudulent or abusive practices are the cost and time 
involved. The costs of individual insurers' efforts weigh heavily 
against the deterrent and financial benefits that they are likely 
to achieve. Privacy and antitrust concerns inhibit insurers' 
willingness to share information with other insurers and combine 
resources to jointly pursue unscrupulous providers. Moreover, 
unlike the public sector, insurers that have direct access to the 
resources of federal and state investigative agencies, private 
insurers must each fund their own investigations. Because the 
losses to any one insurer from a fraudulent provider may be only a 
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small portion of the total losses incurred by all insurers, 
individual insurers can find it more cost-effective not to pursue 
fraudulent or abusive providers than to do so. 

Xey features, contained in one or more of the health care 
reform proposals we reviewed, that.would help correct these 
problems and provide the infrastructure to undertake and coordinate 
broadened enforcement activities include 

-- providing for the compilation and exchange of health care 
information sufficient to identify and prevent provider 
fraud and abuse while maintaining appropriate 
confidentiality; 

-- addressing antitrust concerns by expressly authorizing 
activities and procedures to permit the exchange of 
information and coordination of strategies; 

-- expanding the authority of HHS' Inspector General to pursue 
fraud and abuse, in coordination with the Attorney General, 
anywhere in the health care system and to coordinate with 8 
state and other federal agencies, and , 

-- expanding the role of the states in investigating and 
pursuing fraudulent or abusive providers (similar to the 
fraud control units in the Medicaid program). 

Expanded health care enforcement responsibilities will require 
substantial additional funding to build the staffing and expertise 
needed by federal and state agencies.\ Recent experience, however, 
shows that relying on state or federal appropriations for this 
additional funding would place fraud and abuse activities at risk. 
Public funding for health care enforcement activities has not kept 
pace with the growth in health care expenditures. For example, the 
number of HHS Inspector General investigators has actually declined 
over the past 5 years, although the Inspector General's statutory 
responsibilities and the size and complexity of the federal 
programs that the Inspector General investigates have increased 
significantly. In the current budget environment, additional 
budget cuts are likely, further diminishing the agency's 
responsiveness. 
include 

Legislative features directed at this problem 

-- establishing a fraud and abuse control account funded 
through fines, penalties, forfeitures, and donations to 
help cover the costs of inspecting, auditing, 
investigating, and prosecuting and 
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-- making the funds available without fiscal year limitation.y 

Need to Delineate State and 
Federal Enforcement Responsibility 

As well as providing adequate funding for the agencies 
involved in enforcement, designating their roles and relationships 
will also be necessary. Although none of the legislative proposals 
seems to envision enforcement activities residing solely at any one 
level of government, the proposals do not specify in detail how the 
responsibility will be shared between federal and state agencies. 
This omission could make the work load unmanageable for the federal 
or state agency given predominant enforcement responsibility. 

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

As we have outlined, each of the reform proposals we reviewed 
include, to some extent, important safeguards against fraud and 
abuse, namely: 

-- A streamlined and enhanced health care information system 
and features addressing the privacy of medical records. 
This would include enacting provisions to collect similar 
data across payers and to use that data to help consumers, 
payers, and providers to make better health care decisions. 

-- Consumer protection and empowerment to safeguard against 
stringent cost-containment measures that could result in 
denied or poor care. Provisions to accomplish this would 
include explicit financial solvency requirements, 
limitations on the financial risk that payers could 
transfer to providers, and effective quality assurance 
mechanisms. 

-- Stronger legal and enforcement mechanisms, such as criminal 
and civil penalties, and antikickback and self-referral 
statutes, as well as the adequacy of resources to enforce 
fraud and abuse provisions. 

The Clinton and Chafee proposals, because they include many of 
these features, provide a general framework for combatting health 
care fraud and abuse. All the proposals we reviewed, however, have 
particular elements worth incorporating into final legislation. 

'See appendix III for a summary of the strengthened law enforcement 
provisions contained in the four health care reform bills we 
reviewed. 
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Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees, this concludes 
my prepared statement. We would be happy to answer any questions 
you may have. 
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APPENOIX I APPENOfX 1 

COMPARtSON OF PROVlSfONS FOR 
SWEAMLINING AND ENHANCINO HEALTH CARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Cflnton Chafee 
(HA. 36Of4 (8.1770) 

&Opw Ycoumon 
(HA. 3222) (HA. 1200) 

Standardbed datm 

Establish health Establish health care data Require cdlecfion and Wi estabfishment of 
information system wilh interchange system to reporting of informabort in unifcm rqmting 
uniform standards for make health data smndardiiecl. elecmnii standads to ensure that 
collection and transmisJon available on a uniform form (sec. 1203). an a&qate database on 
of data in electronic form hasir to all penidpents in heafth providwa, services, 
(sec. 5102). the system (sec. 3301). andc-be 

established (sec. 401). 

Forms Require use of standard Require standard format Provide for estirlehment No specific provision.’ 
enmilment, clinicsl for information includng of timetable to a&few3 
encounter, and cfaim forms model forms and use of uniformity in format and 
(sec. 5130). standwdiied claim forms content of basic claim 

(sec. 1118). forms (sec. 6004). 

lnstructionr Each form shafi include 
instwtiona that defne 
data elements and 
standardize codes 
(sec. 5130). 

No specific provision. No spcilic provision. No spedtic provision. 

Uniqui3 id&fief 
numbers 

Establish system to Require development of . Provide for estabhhment Provide for assignment of 
provide unique identifier unique identifiers for each of ifmetabie to achiew unique identifim, whidl 
numbers for each efiifbfe participant in health care uniformity in use of each stafs health 3eauity 
individual, employer, health system (sec. 3307). common idenftica~n program must use, to each 
plan. and health care numbers for beneC&ks ellglble indvibal and 
provider (sec. 5104). dpfOVidWSOfitWllSOt provider (Sec. 414). 

son&~ under health plant 
(sec. 6004). 

Elecfronic 
interohango 

Establish efecfronic data 
network cofwistfng of 
regional centers &at 
c&ct. compile, and 

transmit data (sec. 5103). 

Estabfish minimum Provide tfmetable for Rqii each state health 
requirement3 for integrabed eliminating unnecereaty -riy Program b 
elecmnlcMth~clala paperwork and achieving dtB#klpanduSeUnifO~ 

inwchange system standwdkafion in ebc4ronicdafabasewith 
(sec. 3301). efectmic receipt and desiinaaed uniform 

bansmissicn of pfan sobam (sec. 504). 
information (sec. 6003). 

The need for some specific reforms, Such a8 the need b standardze daim forms, will be leeaened or e5minaM la& a &@spayer sys@q w& 
as tfwt under McOermott 
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APPENDIX I 

COMPARISON OF PROVISIONS FOR 
STREAMlINING AND ENHANCINQ HEALTH CARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

. 

APPENDIX I 

Clinton chafw C-Cm McDermott 
(HA 3600) (5.1770) (HA. 3Zt2) (HA 1200) 

Hedth security cards Each indiiual entitled to No spedb provision. No speck provision. Require each state health 
a card tram their alliance -=a Program b 
or heallh phi (WC. 1001). provide for issuenw of 
Regulationa prescribing health security oard for 
uses and form of card and purposes of identilioation 
information to be encoded and processing claims for 
(sec. 5lcs). benefits (sec. 103). 

Privacy provisions Detailed requirement to As basis lor regulations, Require promutgetion of Require establishment 01 
estabGsh strmdads develop requirements to standards for ensuring slandards to protect 
safeguardng privacy of protect privacy of confidential treatment of conhdentialii of 
individually identifiable participents and ensure indiiualy identifiable information in databases 
information (sea. 5120) and conlidentialii of information in eleotronic and identity of individuals 
educational programs information in the data environments (sec. 6002). (sew. 412 and 504). 
emphasizing privacy interchange system taldng 
protections (sec. 5122). into oonsideration the 
Development of detailed Nationel Assodation of 
proposal for legislation to Insurance Commissioners 
provide comprehensive and other model laws 
scheme 01 plivacy (sec. 3308). 
protection (sec. 5122). 
Establishment ot National 
Privacy and Health Data 
Advisory Coundl 
(sec. 5140). 
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STREAMLININQ AND ENHANCING HEALTH CARE lNt=ORMATlON SYSTEMS 
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APPENDIX I 

Clinton chdma C-P YCDUlllOtt 

(H.R. 3600) (S.177tt) (H.R. 3222) (H.R. 1200) 

conrumr 
Information 

Before each open Secretary shall anatyte Before each enrollment No rpedftc provision. 
enrollment period, each health care da& prepare period, alliances must 
aRanrx~ shall make reports. and dslribute lhem distribute comparative 
available to eliible to slates, plans, and others information on prices, 
enrollees infonnabn that (sec. 3002). health ot&omes, enrollee 
allows such enrollees to satislactkw, and other 
make vaIid comparisons information pertaining to 
among health plens offered plan quality (sec. 1104). 
by alliances (sec. 1325). 

Consumer surveys Periodic surveys of health Develop requirements for Each ailience shall crrllect, Requires regular surveys 
care consumers to gather participants in health care anatyte. and distribute to be conducted by 
information concerning system to transmit data on information on satisfadion capitated health plans on 
access to cam, use of patient satisfacbon ot individuals using members’ satisfacUon. No 
health services, health (sec. 3304). Mediid risk- standerdied survey provision for dissemination 
outcomes, and patient contracting entifies must instrument end make it of consumer survey 
satisfaotion. Yo be provide for continuous available lo enroltees information (sec. SW). 
administered on plan-by- monitoring to indude (sec. 1108). 
plan and state-by-state patient surveys, spot 
basis (sec. Sooa). Results ckck9, or otkr 
of surveys shall be appropriate methods 
reported annuetly to public (sec. 6021). 
(sec. 5005). 

Cosubenefit 
information 

Require esmbliihment of Establish clearinghouse b No spedlic provision. No spedfic provision, 
practice gukldiies compile and make 
incolporaling hfomlation available information and 
on effectiveness and costs research data concerning 
of allematiw strategies for dinical trials undertaken 
prevention, diagnosis, (sec. 3101). 
lreatlllenf and 
management of health 
candllions (SeG 500s). 

Educational 
pragmms 

EstMsh regional No spec8c provision. No specific provision. No spedflc provision. 
pmfeesional foundations to 
devekp innovative patient 
edJcahn 9yslems mal 
enhance patient 
involvement in decisions 
relating to their health care 
(sec. 5045). 
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APPENDIX II APPENMX If 

COMPARISON OF PROVISIONS FOR PROTECTlNQ AND EMPOWERING CONSUMERS 

Clinton 

(HR. Ssoo) 
Chafoo 

(S. 1770) 
C-W McDumott 

(HR. 3222) (H.R. 1200) 

Financial solvency 
requirement3 

Each health plan must Insurers offering qualified States must establish Prepaid heafth 
meet minimum capital and access plans must meet satisfactory ellrollee organizations must meet 
other requirement3 relating finandal solvency protections with respect to federal requirements 
to tkcal3oundne33 and requirement3 assuring potential insolvency of the t8lating to finanoial 
participate in a guaranty w3rollee protection with insured plans. Commission solvulcy (sec. 303). 
fund (sec. 1406). respect to potential may require other plans &I 

insolvency (set. 1114). provide for such bond or 
other satisfactory 
assurances under which 

enrollees are protected with 
respect to potential 

insofvency (sec. 1206). 

Minimum 
enrollment3 to limit 
financial risk 

Plan may be permitted I0 Upon request, a plan may Upon request a plan may Prepaid health 
limit the number of be permitted to cease be permitted to cease organization must meet 

enrollees because of iN enrolling individuals if it enrolling indiiuais if it minimum enrollment 
cepadty to deliver services ckmonstrales that its demonstrates that it3 requirements but may Ed 
or to maintain financial financial or provider fiIlandal or provider enrollment to avoid 
stability (sec. 1402). capacity will be impaired capacity wig be impaired overtaxing its msourws 

otherwise (sec. 1111). otheiwise (sec. 1206). (sec. 303). 

Provisions to limit 
risk-sharing 

No specific pmvision. No specific provision, . Extend3 current pmviuisions No specific provision. 

applicable to Medii 
HMO3 (sec. 1267). 

Quality assurance 
program 

Establish pedonmmce- Establish standards for Commission required to states required m 
based quality management quality assuranoe program3 establish minimum quatity establish qualiied entities 
and i&nation program to be met by facilifes and standerds that health plans to conducl quality lwiew3 
under the National Quality network provider3 are required to meet in accordance with fedenl 
Management Council. (sec. 3001). {sec. 1262). Specialized 3!andards (sec. 602). 
Develop qualii centers of cam required to 

petformance measures to submit quality information 
assess provision and anclbemt6dbythe 
accessibility of heetth cam Commission (sac. 1306). 
service3 (s.ec. 5001, et 
SW*). 
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II 

COMPARISON OF PROVISIONS POR PROTECTING AND EMPOWERING CONSUMERS 

Clinton ch*ha YODUtlhOtt 

(H.R. 3300) (S. 1770) (HA. 1200) 

Grievance 
Pro-d-s 

Each heal& plan must No spedlic provision except Require plans b pmvido Aprepaidhdttl 
estabiish a grievance that a provider under effdve pnxach~res for organization must have in 
procecb1-9 for enrollees to conbact winl the smm to resolving grievances alat effect a patient grievance 
use in pursuing complaints provide he&l care services meet standards set by program (sec. 303). 
(sec. 1405). to Medicaid recipients must Heallh Care Standa& 

implement a grievance Commission (sec. 1207). 
systwll, infwm enrollees ill 
writing on how to use lhe 
system, and ensure ihat 
grievances are addressed in 
a timely manner and 
reported to the slam 
(sec. 6021). 

Ombudsman Alliances required to No spcilic provision. AanrrequiwdLDpmvidean Establiint of an 
establish and maintain an ombud3man to invest&& indepw&ntombudsman 
office of an ombudsman do complain& assist enro4eas for ccmsumers to r8gisbw 
assist consumen in in res4lving gkwbm, and complahltsaboutulr 
dealing with problems that issue public nspo~B on Ihe Organitelionend 

arise with health plans and perfolmanwofptans a&nii&alion of fhe state 
alliances (sec. 1326). complaint pr-ses heatth~rityboardand 

(sets. 1101, 1107, end to help resofve complaintr 
1207). and dspu&s be- 

ca-isunws and pmvideN 
. (sec. 406). 

Additional 
intermediate 
3anctions 

No specik provision. Grants HHS dscrelion to 
opt for intermedate 
sanctions against an HMO 
forfailurebDcanyoutib 
kbckare cunbact 
(sec. 4117). 

No spdllc provision. No spedf~ provision. 
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APPENDiX III APPENDIX III 

COMPAFUSON OF PROVlSlONS FOR 
STRENGTHENING LEOAL AND ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS 

Clinton Clldn C-W McDwmon 
(H.R. 3600) (5.1770) (H.R. 3222) ’ (H.R. 1200) 

Fraud 

Establish an all-payer 
health care fraud and 
abuse control program 
(sec. 5401). 

Establish an all-payer fraud No specific pmvision. Exiend certain disdosure. 
and abuse control program CM mmetary, and criminal 
(sec. 4101). penalty provisions of ths 

!iicdal Security Act related 
toheahhcarefraudand 
abuse to state health 
security programs now 
applicable to state 
hwcaid programs 
(sec. 411). 

Fraud and abuse 
control account 

Provide for deposit of Establish an antifraud and No smk provision. No specific provision. 
donations and amounts abuse bust fund containing 
resulting from ho clonations, appropriations 
imposition ot fines, made to it and amounts 
penalt@s, or assessments, derived under title Xl of the 
or the forleii of propem, Social Security Ad. to 
in cases arising from fund, without fiscal year 
federal health care limitation, the all-payer 
oflenses. into a separate fraud and abuse wntrol 
account to fund, without program (sec. 4tol). 
fiscal year limitation, the 
all-payer health cam fraud 
and abuse control program 
(indudng the costs of 
prosecutions, 
investigations, audits, and 
inspections (sec. 5402). 

Central database on 
fraud and abuse 

Provide for establishment Provide for government No specib provision. Provide for establishment 
of a health information agencies and health plans ot database containing 
system to indude facts to report most final actverse information, as spedfkd by 
necessary to determine if a actions taken against the IG at HI-IS. relating to 
plan or provider has heatth care providers and healthoarefraudand 
complied with kws oltwrs tc HHS and for abuse and including certain 
pertaining to health care public access to such final adverse actions taken 
fraud (sec. 5101). information (sec. 4121). against providers 

(sec. 412). 
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APPENDIX Ill APPENDIX In 

COMPARISON QP PRWfSIONS FOR 
STRENGTHENiNG LEGAL AND ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS 

Enfotoutlmt loota 

New criminal 
provision0 

Impose criminal penalties Impose oriminal peneltler No spedk provision. Exlerdapplicalionof 
forabroadrangeofnew for separate new offense of akninal penalties m&r 
federatheallhcare heatthcarefraud secSar1123BoftIeSooial 
oflenses including health (MC. 41311, extend seaRityActmst&elmalm 
care fraud (sec. 5431), application of criminal secuaypmgmmsaanow 
false statements relating to penahes u&r sactfon apQCcabletOStal, 

heakh oar-e matters 112380ftheSocfJ . -- 
(sec. 5433), bribery and !Zecurity Act to praoect aft (s4~411)anduea@new 
graft in connection with payers (sea. 41021, and ChiiOffenseCf 

health care (sec. 54&l), expand the federal s~falseiformation 
theft or embeulernent in definition of racMeering tonascmalhealthcere 
connection with health care activity tc Include federal fraud database or dsnying 
(sec. 5433), and misuse of heafth csm offenses a-n lo intomraliar 
healthsecuritycardor (sec. 4134). {set 412). 
unique identftler 
(sec. 5433). 

Larger civil penatties lnorease maximum from 
$2,000 b $10,000, and 
impose maximum of 
$50,000 for some new 
violations (sec. 4343). 

lnorease maximum from No speck provision. No spsdftc pmviskm. 
$2,000 to $10.000 for each 
item or service (Sec. 4114). 

, 

Asset fcffeitures Permit couRs to order Permit courts to order 
kxfeilure of property used ftieiture of property used 
in or derived from in or derived from 
commission of health care cornmission of heath care 
offense that poses serious offense that posas serfour 
threat to a ~on’s health threat tc a penoft heelth 
or has signifioant or has sign&ant 
detrimental impact on tha detrimental impact on the 
heaffh care system health cam system 
(sec. 5432). (sea. 4132}* 

No spedllc provisbn. No qedlic pmvision. 

MedscarelMet.scaid 
antlkickbaok 
amendmentr 

Raisemaximum crimind Authorize HHS to identify No sped3c prdsion. EXkildcrlnind~S 

psndty fmm 325,wo m community servioe MWS@liC3bl9lOStale 

$50,000, provide for treble opportunities that a oourt Medepid plans m slam 
criminal darneges, permit may impose on those -secui3rprog~ 
imposition of oivil monetary wnvicmd of violations end (sec. 411). 
penattias, create new extend remedies to a! 
exceptions and cfarify payers (sac. 41021, oreate 
others, strengthen a civil monetary penalty, 
enforcement, and emd and darify the employment 
ohrll monetary penalties bD e%ception (sec. 41151, 
protect all payers 
(sec. 4041). 
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APPENDIX Ill APPENDIX Ill 

COMPARISON OF PROVISIONS FOR 
STAENGTHENINQ LEGAL AND ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS 

Cllnton Yelhrmott 
(H.R. 3600) (H.R. 1266) 

Disaltow mutine waiver Prohibit parties from Prohibit Parties from No spedlic provision. No spedFrc provision. 
of copayment offering or paying any offering or paying any 

remuneralion, including remuneration. induding 
routine waiver of routine waiver of 
copayments and copayments ad 
deductibles, where R is apt deductibles, where it is apt 
to influence others to seek to influence others to seek 
health care from the party health care from the party 
(sec. 4043). (sec. 4114). 

Physidan self-referral Clarify apphcation of No specific pmvision. No ;pecilic provision. No spedtic provision. 
current prohibitions against 
physician referrals with 
respect to hddng 
compw type 
arrangements, eliminate 
physicians’ sarvicas 
exception while amendiig 
others and creating still 
more, expand coverage to 
all payers (sec. 4642). 

Exclusion lrom 
participation in 
Medicare or Medicaid 

Establish minimum I-year 
period of exclusion and 
eliminate requirement that 
pmvider be excluded only 
if unwilling or unable to 
substantially oomply with 
program obligations 
(sec. 4045), require 
exclusion as result of any 
conviction resulting from 
health care fraud, and 
permit exclusion in various 
olfler cases (sec. 4044). 

Establish minimum 1 -y&r 
period of exdusion and 
eliminate requirement that 
provider be exck&d only 
if unwilling 0T unable to 
substantisdty comply with 
program obligations 
(sec. 4116) and require 
exclusion as the result of 
certain felony conviction8 
in connection with ti 
dBlii~OfhealthCareOr 

lt3Spthlg~actOr 

omission in a program 
opetated OT financed by a 
government agenoy 
(sec. 4111). 

No spedtic provision. Expand all arrrent 
manciaa~y and permissive 
exclusion authorities under 
secticn 1122ofgreSocii 
seeuriry Act to state hem 
security program as now 
applicable to state 
Medicaid plans (sec. 411). 

Whistleblower 
protection 

Extend certain 
whistleblower protections 
to parties providing 
information to assist HHS 
or the Attorney General in 
controlling health care 
fraud and abuse 
(sec. 5401). 

Extend certain 
whistfeblower protections 
to perties pmvidiig 
information to assist HHS 
or the Attorney General in 
conlrolling health care 
fraud and abuse 
(sec. 4101). 

No spedlio provision. No spedlic provision. 
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX WI 

COMPARISON OF f’ROVlSlONS FOR 
STRENQTHENING LEGAL AND ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS 

Clinton YCDUlTlOtt 

(H.R. 3600) (HA 1200) 

Relief from antitrust 
laws 

Provide that the 
establishment of fee 
scheUes by states and 
alliances will, in effect, be 
cow8d by exceptions to 
antibust laws (sec. l322), 
while the almnt antilrllst 
exemption applicable tc 
insurers will no longer 
appty tc health insurers 
(sec. 5501). 

Establishes safe harbon, Provide for the President No specific provision. 
whii the Attcmey QenwaI to issue explicit guidelines 
cwld expand, for certain on the applicaticn 01 
competitive and antitrust laws to heafth 
collaborative actikties, plans and for the Attorney 
thereby expressly shiefdng Qetleralmrendera 
them from anlimJst laws prompt opinii on the 
(sec. 4201). conformity of a plan wilh 

such lews (sac. 1231) as 
well as issue certificates 
of pubb advantage 
providing immunity from 
SUdllaWStOplEtM 

meeting certain standards 
(sea. 1232). 
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APPENDIX Ill APPENDIX Ill 

COMPARiSON OF PROVISIONS FOR 
STRENGTHENING LEGAL AfJD ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS 

Clinlon Cllb. cw=f McDemlott 
(H-R. 3600) (S. 1770) (H.R. 3222) (H.R. 1200) 

Federal role Provide for Secretary of Provide for SacMary of No spedfic provision. Establish an IG for the 
HHS (acting through the IG HHS to establish program American Health Seanity 
of HHS) and he Attorney intheofficeoftheIGof Standards Board with 
General to estabfish a HHS to coordinate federal, authority 0vBr the 
program to coordinate state, and local law American Healul security 
federal functions for the enforcmnent programs to Pmgml analogous lo that 
prevention, detectjon, and control health care fraud enjoyed by the iG of HHS 
control of health care fraud and abuse; conduct &-I respect to HHS and 
and abuse; conduct investigations, audits, theMsckareandMe&aid 
investigations, audits, evaluations, and programs (sec. 401). 
evaluations, and inspections relating to 
inspections relating to fhe delivery of and payment for 
deli of health care; health care; facilitate 
facilitate enforcement of enforcement of appticabfe 
applicable statutes; and statutes; and arrange for 
arrange for shering of data sharing of data with health 
with health alliances and plans (sec. 4101). 
plans (sec. 5401). 

state role No specific provision but 
state Medcaid fraud 
control units woufd 
continue to operate. 

No spedic provision bul 
state Medcaid fraud * 
control units would 
continue to operate. 

No spedic provision but 
state Medicaid fraud 
control units would 
continue to operate. 

Require for approval of 
slate health securily 
pmgmm plan that state 
establish and maintain a 
sratewide health care fraud 
and abuse control unit, 
whichcanbethestate 
Me&aidfraudcontnJlti 
to investigam ad 
proseuJte tidatitions of 
state laws regarding fraud 
in connection with health 
careservicesancl 
prom; review and, 
when appropriate, act upon 
patient complaints; and 
pmide lor collection of 
overpayments made under 
lhe stam heaMl secvity 
program (sec. 413). 
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APPENDIX Ill APPENMX 111 

COMPARISON 06 PROVISIONS I%33 
STRENGTHENING LEGAL AND ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS 

clhlen C-W YdUllbOli 

(MR. 3600) (HR. 3222) (H.R. 1200) 

Private cause of action Establish p&ate C%UW 01 Establish a private cause No specific provision. No spedflc provision. 
action to enforce heaflh of action on behe4ff of any 
care respcmJbiWes person harmed as the 
against states (sec. 5235) result of an activity making 
and alhc08 (sec. 6237). an indidudoronti~ 

subject to civil moneWy 
penaltIes qpirlst Ihe 
individual or enaily 
(sec. 4114). 

Unlike the other bills reviewed, the Cooper bil indudes no subtitle or ottw portion with the express purpose of controlling health care fraud and 
abuse. 
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Medicare: Adequate Funding and Better Oversight Needed to Protect 
Benefit Dollars (GAO/T-HRD-94-59, Nov. 12, 1993). 

Medicaid Drug Fraud: Federal Leadership Needed to Reduce Proqram 
Vulnerabilities (GAO/HRD-93-118, Aug. 2, 1993). 

Health Insurance: Remedies Needed to Reduce Losses From Fraud and 
Abuse (GAO/T-HRD-93-8, Mar. 8, 1993). 

High-Risk Series: Medicare Claims (GAO/HR-93-6, Dec. 1992). 

Medicare: One Scheme Illustrates Vulnerabilities to Fraud 
(GAO/HRD-92-76, Aug. 26, 1992). 

Health Insurance: More Resources Needed to Combat Fraud and Abuse 
(GAO/T-HRD-92-49, July 28, 1992). 

Health Insurance: Vulnerable Payers Lose Billions to Fraud and 
Abuse (GAO/HRD-92-69, May 7, 1992), and related testimony (GAO/T- 
HRD-92-29, May 7, 1992). 

Medicare: HCFA Needs to Take Stronger Actions Against HMOs 
Violating Federal Standards (GAO/HRD-92-11, Nov. 12, 19911, and 
related testimony (GAO/T-HRD-92-11, Nov. 15, 1991). 

Medicare: Millions of Dollars in Mistaken Payments Not Recovered 
(GAO,'HRD-92-26, Oct. 21, 1991). ' 

Medicare: Improper Handlinq of Beneficiary Complaints of Provider 
Fraud and Abuse (GAO/HRD-92-1, Oct. 2, 1991). 

Medicare: PRO Review Does Not Assure Quality of Care Provided by 
Risk HMOs (GAO/HRD-91-48, Mar. 13, 1991). 

Medicare: Experience Shows Ways to Improve Oversiqht of Health 
Maintenance Organizations (GAO/HRD-88-73, Aug. 17, 1988). 

Medicare: Issues Raised by Florida Health Maintenance Orqanization 
Demonstrations (GAO/HRD-86-97, July 16, 1986). 
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